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will begin with the sentiment of hope that all of our members
and families who were affected by Hurricane Sandy are now
faring well. I am aware that some had damaged homes and
property, while most were merely inconvenienced by losing utilities for a while. If you know of any member who was vastly
affected and could use our assistance in some way, please let us
know at the December meeting. As for the status of the Show, we
have not been contacted by OBVR to reschedule a date. The
Show Committee will be looking into this matter after the holidays and determine what the best course of action will be for a
new date.
We will be holding the election of the Board of Director’s at
December’s general meeting. Also, please remember that the U.S.
Marines will be present to collect toys for their Toys For Tots
program. If you haven’t made any toys, store bought items are
equally acceptable to bring. With so many families in our communities devastated by Sandy, Toys For Tots will play a significant role in providing comfort to children in this holiday season.
It would be great if you could also bring some baked goods or
holiday cheer (non-alchoholic please) to the meeting in
December. We will devote some time this evening to celebrate
the holidays, count our blessings, and be thankful for all that we
have. And trade stories. And talk woodworking.
We will also remember our recently departed friends Mike
Bonchonsky, and Frank Kiefer. If you have any pictures of Mike
or Frank, please share them with us at the meeting. They will be
missed!
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Next meeting
Wednesday December 5th
7 PM Brush Barn
Toys for Tots
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

JIM HEICK

he October 3rd meeting started at 7:15. U.S. Marines Sgt. Torin and Corporal Louis were welcomed
by the members. Sgt. Torin addressed the members regarding the Toys for Tots campaign which was
started in California in 1947. Torin mentioned he is Chairman for this district , and has been doing
this for about a week. He stressed the importance of this event as well as identifying the need for toys for
the “Young and Old” (Children as young as 1-3, and teenagers) Mike Daum asked to set up a “Drop off” for
Toys for Tots at the Members Showcase Show. Sgt. Torin will provide banners and a storage Box to be displayed at the show. Gene Kelly ( for Matt Stern) addressed the members regarding the Toys being produced
by the Toys for Tots club members. All are urged to create a toy and bring to the November meeting.

T

One new guest was present at the meeting. Oke, a Westbury resident, originally from Nigeria was new to
woodworking, and was looking to get started.
Steve Price presented a beautifully crafted wooden stool with a woven seat. The stool was made from
Mahogany and Butternut. Grooves cut into the top of the legs were filled with colored epoxy, giving it a
banded- inlay appearance.
Pat Doherty – Chairman for our Members Show, addressed the audience regarding the November show. Pat
stressed the need for volunteers for all aspects of the show. Sign up sheets were placed on the table.
Mike Daum also re-iterated the need for Members Projects for display.
Vic spoke about the “Tool Garage” sale, held during the show. Members are urged to sell unwanted tools. A
percentage of the selling price will go to the club. All members must pick up the unsold items on Sunday.
November is the Club Elections. The Secretary position is being vacated by Steve Blakely. All positions are
up for re-election. Interested members are requested to submit their name and requested position to Election
Co-Chairman -Charlie Feltzen or Ed Petrowski.
Pete Profetta was asked by Mike Daum to give a presentation on Power Tools. Pete repairs power tools for
a living. Problems discussed ranged from inadequate extension cords causing armature issues to failure to oil
certain products, as well as removing the sawdust accumulation. All of these contribute to product failure.
Pete mentioned that members can go to Toolsdirect.com to find exploded views of most tools and associated parts lists.
The Sig’s were all represented. Members discussed next month’s project as well as their respective meeting
dates.
Members of the club were invited to ask questions of our distinguished panel. It consisted of Darryl
Rosenblatt, Rich Macrae, Pete Profetta, and Bob Schoendorf.
Topics covered multiple aspects of Woodworking. From wood selection to finishes and suggested tooling and
maintenance was discussed.
Thanks to our panel.
Meeting was ended with Mike Daum making a plea for Member projects for our show…
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TURNER’S GUILD

MIKE JOSIAH

T

he October 2012 turners meeting was held on 10/11 and led by President Steve Fulgoni.

Alan Lacer is confirmed for the October meeting Dix Hills club meeting. He will be in on that Sunday
(10/28) for an all day joint club meeting. The meeting will take place at Steve’s new shop. The cost will be
$30.00 per person. Including lunch.
There will be a turning symposium in Tennessee on 1/25-1/26 Contact Steve Fulgoni if you’re interested in
going. A few people from both clubs will be attending. Here is a link for the symposium: http://tnwoodturners.org/symposium/
The next club challenge for November will be to “Make anything you want… it just has to be the best piece
you have ever made. We would like for you to display your work at the woodworkers show in November.
You can choose for it to be judged or not your choice. There are quite a few glass cabinets at the show. Lets
fill them!
Speaking of the show, we need volunteers to do small demos during the two days. Making tops, pens small
bowls are all great demo’s .We will have 2 mini lathes at the show
If you are interested in something previously covers in a meeting, please let Steve know. He will put together a group to teach those items, maybe once a month.
The new member tonight was Bill Cardosanto
We will be working on a new grant proposal from the AAW after the holidays.
Show and tell again had quite a few items. This month was toys (Hopefully to be donated to Toys for Tots)
Marty Platt had some tops and a cherry burl bowl filled with malachite,
Gary Mahew: tops
Charlie Felsen whistles
Doug Bartow whistles
Jim Brown tops
Mike Josiah spin tops
Pat Doherty Tops
Ed Moloney Whistles
Steve Blakley Ball toy
Barry Saltsberg Tops
Tonight’s topic Mineral inlay Given by Don Lindsley.
If you are crushing your own minerals, be careful of the quality. Not many are pure and quite a few are mixed
with quartz. Quartz is very hard on HHS tools
One of the best places to buy bulk minerals is at local mineral shows Don crushes his minerals in a cast Iron
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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mortise and pestle but more commonly now uses a few pieces of black pipe that have caps and fit inside each
other. Sieve the crushed minerals in a colander then with a window screen to separate the different sizes.
Different sized minerals when inlayed give different textures and appearances. Don buys his malachite these
days in a coarse sand size, he then crushes it to the size he needs. When turning Cherry burls, Malachite offers
an excellent contrast for filling cracks and voids. If you have large cracks, use colored napkins (green for malachite etc). Rip off a small piece and stuff it into the crack. Cover it with thin super glue. It forms a very hard
fill and allows you to use less minerals. Be aware that the glue and paper will cure very fast. It will generate
heat and some very strong fumes. Wear a mask when doing this!
When cutting decorative grooves in a plate or bowl, Don like to keep as much mass in the piece as possible.
This keeps things more stable. You just turn the rest away later. Before inlaying any minerals, coat the surrounding area with sanding sealer or thin lacquer or thin shellac. This will prevent the glue from staining the
wood. Inlay the minerals and coat with thin CA glue. Allow it to dry. If there are gaps you can fill again with
more minerals or if they are small with a thicker CA glue.

To speed things up Don sometimes uses an accelerator. When starting to turn the minerals down, Don likes
to use an old file that was converted into a scraper. HHS tools get dull too fast and carbide tools will get small
chips in the edge and dull out.
NOTE: Making a scraper from a file can be dangerous as the metal is very brittle and can break if you’re not
careful! Don only uses this tool to take of the high spots off the minerals. He then switches to HHS tools
and then Aluminum Oxide sand paper.
If you are planning on filling a piece of wood with any minerals, make sure it’s fairly dry! If it moves, the
inlay can crack and fall out. Thanks Don for all the helpful info!
Next Month’s demo will be given by Gary Mayhew and will be on Segmented turning.
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HERITAGE FAIR

Long Island Fair at Old Bethpage Village
The last weekend in September we were asked to sponsor a booth for the annual Long Island Fair at
OBRV. We were ably represented from members , Jim Clancy, Jim Brown, Alain Tierchy, and yours
truly, all of whom demonstrated various woodworking techniques on Saturday, to the great fascination of
the multitudes. As a side note Jim Brown brought a practice hand–cut dovetail which was so good it could
rival any machine made effort, better look out for this guy. Also chipping in on Sunday (with chip flying)
was Barry Saltsberg turning tops for the children, much to everyone’s delight. Bob Schendorf was kind
enough to haul pieces down from the Gallery for sale, which I believe was reasonably successful, thanks
Bob.
Also showing up to lend a hand and give moral support was Rich Blohm and Dennis Taddeo.
I think a good time was had by all , except maybe the official who wanted to kick us out of our booth so
he could park his golf cart in our spot, but have no fear he was just a humorous side note in an otherwise
worthwhile event. I will say it was a great promotion for the show , the booth was well received, the interest in the club and show sincere, and by the way it was easy to point out the venue, since all we had to do
was look up and point!
Rich Macrae
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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S TEVEN PRICE

or the September 11 meeting, there were 19 members in attendance. President Bob Schendorf
announced that he was moving his shop to a new location and may no longer have room for the
Members’ Gallery. There was also a discussion of being able to use a school as a meeting place for our
SIG. Mike Luciano will get the insurance figures, ( We are considered a non-profit organization.) Bob mentioned our policy of not endorsing products, although he mentioned that he likes Timberwolf bandsaw
blades which Bob Urso sells. He also recommended Charles Neil’s 8 minute video on finishing with shellac. He said it was very good.

F

Show and Tell brought forth a number of projects. Jim Hennefield showed a tail vise he is building with
cherry faces. He mentioned that the padauk he is using for stop blocks gets much darker with exposure to
light. Norman Bald showed a jewelry box he made with numerous dividers and different size compartments.
He used in. Baltic Birch plywood (which is exactly In. thick) for the compartments. The drawers had hand
cut dovetails and he used spray-on poly for the finish. He mentioned that Roberts Plywood is filled with
wood. He mentioned 6 in. slabs of French Oak that were 8 in. wide and 23 ft. logs. Frank Pace showed a
hanging wine cabinet. The center of his design was some stained glass he found at a yard sale. The cabinet
had three doors, two with spalted maple in addition to the glass. Bob Schendorf showed a set of shelves made
of a spalted softwood. With regard to show projects, one member mentioned his experience ordering mail
order lumber from Lake Shore Lumber. Even when they picked the pieces for you, the lumber and selection was excellent. One member bought a jointer plane at a flea market and planned to fix it up as a gift for
a friend. There’s a lot of work to be done there.
The subject of the meeting was HINGES. Three types of doors were mentioned: overlay, half-overlay and
inset doors. Butt hinges and non-mortise hinges were briefly discussed. More time was alotted to Euro
hinges. There are Euro cups to fit every system. Euro hinges are generally adjustable three ways- up and
down, in and out. The downside is that they are big and obvious, but they work and can carry a lot of
weight. They clip on and can be easily taken off for finishing or repairs. Jigs are available for drilling holes
for Euro hinges. They clamp onto the workpiece. Hand drills are used to drill the holes. You can also use
paper templates. Soss hinges are hidden unless the door is opened. They come in different sizes. Jim Brown
discussed Butt hinges. They are essentially two flat plates and a barrel. The door has to fit first. Where to
place the hinge? Kitchen cabinet doors (and others) used to have all the rails and stiles of the same width, yet
it usually is more pleasing when the bottom rail is larger than the top rail. Th other three rails can all be the
same width. Knife hinges were also discussed They have to be positioned accurately. The top and bottom
have to be set identically or the door will bind.
The next meeting will be on Tuesday, October 9.
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TOYS

FOR

TOTS CORNER

MATT STERN

GADS! I can’t believe it’s just about time to donate our toys to the Marines. It seems like just a couple of months ago when we started this project.

E

At any rate, we had quite a year. I believe it’s the first year we had an “official” group, and we’ve come a
long way. We’re thankful to those who donated money, materials, and or their time and expertise to help
us make around 600 toys. Our inventory at this time is roughly:
62 Tic-tac-toe games, including the marbles in a special sliding “pocket”
20 Knock hockey games, including the puck and two “hockey sticks”
40 Marble shooter games with target
60 Paddle Wheeler boats for the bathtub
100 Spinning Tops with launcher and string
100 Crayon Battleships
25 Bathtub tugboats
175 Miscellaneous puzzles, roadsters and other cars, trucks, etc.
It’s important to recognize those who so graciously helped. The names are not in any particular order.
First, our vendors:
Burt Lumber for donating the materials for the tugboats
Kleet Lumber for donating various cutoff materials
Bob Schendorf for donating miscellaneous boards
Long Island Woodworkers for funding
Don Kuzma of Arbor Industries for funding
Mitch Tobol of CGT Marketing for funding
Individual toymakers for purchasing materials
Thanks also go to Chuck Burg for arranging his son’s cub scout troop to help sand various toy parts.
Thanks go to Will Burg and Andy Fox and the cub scout troop 42. Thanks also to the William Sikorsky
family for donating many toy parts in various stages of completion.
Now, on to our toymakers, again, not in any particular order:
Gary Goldberg, Larry Wagner, Pat Doherty, Tom Everett, Paul Korman, Ray Bohn, Gene Kelly,
Chuck Burg, Fred Schoenfeld, Jim Macallum, Larry Schwartz, Barry Saltsberg, Bob Margin, Mike Josiah,
Ben Nawarth, Rick Reidel, Steve Eckers, Jean Piotrowski, Joe Pascucci, Steve Costello, Mike Luciano,
Gabe Jaen, Ed Dillon, Steve Blakley, Steve Price, Rich Weil, and Matt Stern. Please forgive me if I left anyone out; feel free to contact me and I’ll put an addendum in the next issue.
Finally, thanks to Staff Sergeant Thorin Duehr and the rest of the Marines for their massive efforts with
Toys for Tots as well as their service to our country.
Please consider doing what you can in 2013, as unfortunately the number of kids without toys will
likely increase.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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TOYS
FOR

TOTS
PHOTOS
LISA

JEAN PIOTROWSKI

he October meeting of the Long Island Scroll Saw Association was held on Thursday, October 18th.

T

It is with much sadness that we acknowledge the passing of Frank Kiefer. He will be missed by us all.
The October Chapter Challenge was a 3-D cut piece. Eddie made a clock, Jean made a Hummingbird and 2
birdhouses, Charlie cut an “I Love You” from a 2x4 and Dan made a Sea Horse. Rolf had several ornaments,
Joe cut a 2 piece Pelican, and Barbara made a Snowman.
For Show & Tell, Matt shared his carved troll which he also painted. He also made a fret work box from
Baltic birch plywood with mitered corners and a hinged lid.
Rolf mentioned that Fox Chapel Publishing may be holding an open house in 2013. More information to
follow as it becomes available.
Thank you to Will Muhleman who donated a xyron machine for this months raffle.
The collaborative clock project was completed and is beautiful. The price for the raffle tickets may be 6 for
$10.00. This years clock includes the light and sound package. There were a total of 80 pieces cut by various club members.
The November meeting was held on Thursday, November 15th. This post-storm meeting was a discussion,
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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since there was no demonstrator or topic.
Rolf announced that he will be stepping down as president and I will be giving up the secretary position. Ed
will remain as Vice President and Iris will remain as Treasurer. Please consider stepping up to one of the open
positions for 2013.
Also, it is important that you let us know what topics you are interested in seeing on next years agenda. It
would be helpful to have some members consider doing a demo at one of the meetings. The only way this
club can move forward is with more participation from the members.

Show & Tell –
Dan made a Sweet Sixteen piece for his granddaughter, which he also painted.
Matt made a jewelry box from poplar.
Alain cut two Marilyn Monroe portraits which he made his own frames for.
One topic that members expressed an interest in is cutting frames & mats. Steve Blakely spoke to people at
Michaels and AC Moore to try to get someone from the framing department to come to a meeting to do a
demo. However, it isn’t possible because the tools and equipment involved belong to the store and can’t be
brought to the barn. If anyone has experience in frames & matting, or knows someone who does, please let
Rolf know.
We learned that the LIWW Show may be rescheduled for the spring.
The December meeting will be our annual Holiday Party. Please email Jean (jeanpio@aol.com) if you plan on
attending and what you will bring to the party. We are in need of some appetizers, a coffee pot, sugar & milk
and ice. Also, we need to know how many people will be attending.

JoePascucci’s special shoes
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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SHOP VISIT - JIM BROWN

BOB SCHENDORF

ack about Labor Day, I took a ride out to see Mike Daum to seek some advice on woodworking ....no
wait, I think it was about fashion .... Yes, yes it definitely was about fashion. So over sushi and beer ,
he assured me that not only was it appropriate to wear sleeveless t shirts after Labor Da , but sleeveless tees are in fact appropriate for almost any occasion!

B

So that being straightened out, we searched for something else to speak about , as I waited for him to look at
his plate so I could eat my sushi using my fingers and not the chop sticks he pressured me into
trying.....what’s that? Jim Brown? Relax, I’ll get to him in a minute! Any way, any of you who know Mike,
know that it’s like being with Vito Corleone, there’s always a good chance he will ask you for a favor in
return. Fortunately , it’s usually for the benefit of the club. And that night was to be no different.
In true godfather form, he asked me to do some shop visits for the Woodrack. How could I refuse? And the
first member who came to mind was Jim Brown.
So on the appointed day, I and my faithful photographer , Zippy, ( well that’s what I wanted to nick name
him, but our editor, old Mr. Rosenblatt, insists we call him “Flash”, because it just sounds more newspaperly. ) made the journey out to see Jim’s shop.
Jim lives in a lovely little village on the coast of England, named Center Moriches. Ok, so maybe I’m exaggerating a little, but it felt darn close coming from Huntington.
After arriving and clearing customs, Jim welcomed us into his beautiful home that sits on a creek that leads
out to the Great South Bay and served coffee and a delicious cake that his wife, Linda had baked for us. Well
played Brown! Looks like you’re getting a favorable review.
I first met Jim, two or three years ago when he joined the club. From the beginning he has been very involved
and always willing to help out and share his knowledge. He has always been approachable, and more than
willing to help. He also serves as the Vice President of the Cabinet Makers Sig and also belongs to the
Turners. I’ve always admired his work and enjoyed his lectures. Jim is a natural teacher.
Jim went to college at SUNY Oswego, enrolling as a biology major, but after one semester, his dorm mates
experience in the industrial arts program and possibly his genetics (his father was a carpenter) convinced him
to switch majors to industrial arts.
After graduation, Jim went to work for the Commack School district, starting as a junior high school shop
teacher. Over the course of his career as curriculums and priorities changed he was bounced around having
to teach math, computer programming and even business.
As fate would have it, near the end of his career, he ended up back in the shop or the tech program, as it was
called, teaching students in a robotics course that culminated in a student competition where the teams of
students would complete assigned tasks with the robots they had made. A happy ending to a rewarding
career, which is good, a great guy like Jim deserves a happy ending.
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Coffee and cake finished, it was time to poke around his shop and see what little secrets I could uncover in
his burn barrel.
Jim’s shop is located in his attached two car garage that he has to share with his wife’s car ( hey, no marriage
is perfect). It’s a good, well lit space with heat, a slop sink and a potty. Of course, it’s clean, we wouldn’t
expect any less from Jim Brown.
Not surprisingly, the burn barrel was nowhere to be seen. But what I did find was an impressive assortment
of machinery that would impress any woodworker, pro or hobbyist.
The beautiful black Sawstop table saw commands your attention, placed in the middle of the shop, right
where it should be. Except when Linda has to pull her car in, it’s easily rolled to the side. “ Yes dear, let me
move that for you .”
As you glance to the left, you see an eighty four by eight inch Grizzly jointer, a radial arm saw,a drill press,
and a solid old General band saw, all connected by flexi and six inch PVC pipe, which tie in neatly and discreetly , run into a small closet that houses his five horse power , Clear View dust collection system.
As you step down into the shop past his work bench and look right you notice his old Delta shaper table,
which of course Jim has modified with homemade extension wings and drawers. You also notice more neatly plumbed PVC jigs hanging on the wall, and a knock down router table leaning against the wall.
Suddenly, something golden catches your eye, (should I have prefaced this whole narrative with “it was a dark
and stormy night...”?) it’s Jim’s new pride and joy: His brand new Powermatic lathe. Now I’m not big into
specs and model numbers, but this baby has a bed that’s about a mile wide, and a headstock that houses a
motor that looks like it could spin my pickup truck!
I regard Jim as a very intelligent man, and I know he painstakingly researches every piece of machinery he
buys. But I don’t think he’s ever met an engineer he’s ever completely agreed with. Case in point; that big
beautiful lathe of his, he designed a wooden cam lift system, that lifts that monster off it’s feet so it can easily be rolled with one hand to any place he wants.
He’s also designed a wooden bed extension that allows the tail stock to hinge away from the bed , without
removing it. And it doesn’t just swing away at ninety degrees, oh no my friend, if it did it might interfere
with the tool rest. No it swings away at an angle so you can get that heavy tail stock out of the way without
having to strain your back to remove it.
After a while you get used to the impressive array of spotless machinery, and start focusing on the more ordinary tools of our craft. The well organized clamp rack, the airtools , oh and the Festool Domino hiding in
the corner.
But our attention eventually turned back to his old work bench. And I do mean old. He built it some thirty
some odd years ago, when his woodworking budget was a lot tighter.
Very straight forward, built with what was ever available. Melamine shelf, a top out of Douglas fir. Two old
vices salvaged from the discard pile, yet placed just right. There is something about that old bench, you could
tell its been well used and is probably like an old friend to Jim at this point. Sturdy, simple, and does the job.
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Oh, and his burn barrel? I did eventually find it. It’s down in his basement/ crawl space. Right next to the
several hundred board feet in his well made, shop built, lumber racks. Not really a burn barrel, more of a
well organized pile of kindling, that I believe was sorted by species.
When you consider the different pieces of Jim’s shop ( and I don’t have the space to get into shop made jigs
and fixtures) they come together to form a portrait of a very well thought out, organized, efficient shop. And
I really believe that the hours of thought and planning are subtly reflected in the work that comes out of it.

The tour was over, our heads spinning from all the talking, and demonstrating, and Jim graciously had
planned a little distraction.
So out the back door, past the beautifully landscaped back yard ( Linda is an avid gardener ) and down to his
boat we went.
We took a short but lovely cruise through the inlet, to the ocean and back. Jim was prepared to take us fishing , but Zippy, er, I mean Flash, had another appointment to attend. Probably for the better, ol’ man
Rosenblatt can be a real stickler about deadlines, and I really should get right to work my self.
If I could offer Jim one bit of advice, it would be; don’t listen to my advice. Or that of anyone else. He and
the lovely Mrs. Brown seem to have this whole retirement thing well in hand, thank you.
It’s also nice to hear , that in this thankless cold world, that on more than one occasion, Jim has been
approached by a stranger only to discover, that that stranger was in fact a former student who recognized Jim
and just had to thank him for being a great teacher, and making a difference in that former student’s life.
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/
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